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major laboratories within the framework of a world-wide collaboration. A figure of merit is 
defined which enables an objective comparison of these different designs. This figure of merit is 
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shown to be independent of the RF frequency when using equivalent trajectory correction 
schemes. In this situation, beam acceleration using high frequency structures becomes very 
advantageous because it enables high accelerating fields to be obtained, which reduces the overall 
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Abstract
Design studies of a future TeV e+e- Linear Collider (TLC) are presently being made
by five major laboratories within the framework of a world-wide collaboration. A
figure of merit is defined which enables an objective comparison of these different
designs. This figure of merit is shown to depend only on a small number of
parameters. General scaling laws for the main beam parameters and linac parameters
are derived and prove to be very effective when used as guidelines to optimize the
linear collider design. By adopting appropriate parameters for beam stability, the
figure of merit becomes nearly independent of accelerating gradient and RF frequency
of the accelerating structures. In spite of the strong dependence of the wake-fields
with frequency, the single bunch emittance preservation during acceleration along the
linac is also shown to be independent of the RF frequency when using equivalent
trajectory correction schemes. In this situation, beam acceleration using high
frequency structures becomes very advantageous because it enables high accelerating
fields to be obtained, which reduces the overall length and consequently the total cost
of the linac.
1. Introduction
A 1 TeV, high luminosity (1034 cm-2sec-1) e+/e- Linear Collider (TLC) is strongly
supported by the physics community as a possible future complementary facility to
the recently approved 14 TeV Large Hadron Collider (LHC). These TLC parameters
are very challenging since the luminosity is three orders of magnitude larger than that
of the only linear collider presently in operation (the SLC at SLAC) and the colliding
beam energy is ten times higher. Five different laboratories are studying the TLC
option as part of a world wide collaboration [1]. The various possible approaches and
technologies that are being explored, are discussed and compared periodically in
international workshops. This report derives general scaling laws for multi-bunch
operation of normal conducting travelling-wave accelerating structures; for this
reason, both the TESLA super-conducting design and the VLEPP single bunch design
are excluded from the comparisons although they are often included in the graphs for
completeness.
The luminosity of an e+/e- linear collider is given as follows (all parameters used in
this report are defined in Appendix 1):
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In order to reach the specified luminosity of 1034 cm-2 sec-1 at an energy, fU2 , of
1 TeV c.m., a future TLC will have to collide very low emittance beams with several
MW of power, Pb , focused down to transverse sizes, 
*
,yx , of a few nm at the
interaction point (I.P.). The enhancement factor, HD, takes into account the reduction
of the nominal beam size by the strong electromagnetic disruptive field of the dense
opposing bunch at the I.P. When colliding electrons and positrons, the so-called
“pinch effect” helps to increase the integrated luminosity by a mutual focusing of the
bunches. This effect has however to be limited as it generates synchrotron radiation by
beamstrahlung which has two detrimental effects on the experimental physics
conditions: first it induces a momentum spread within the bunch which broadens the
luminosity/energy spectrum and secondly it leads to the creation of e+/e- pairs, a
potential source of background in the detector. The broadening of the
luminosity/energy spectrum is characterized by the average beam energy loss
parameter, B, and the background level in the detector by the average number of
photons radiated per electron, n 
 
. Both are related to the beamstrahlung parameter, ,
a measure of the electromagnetic field strength of the bunches [2,3]. As pointed out in
Appendix 2 (equations A2-12 and A2-13), in the low beamstrahlung regime, the















































It is therefore possible using a flat beam at the I.P. (y<<x) to both maximize the
luminosity and to limit B  and  n . If, in addition, the effective beam sizes obtained by
the “hour-glass” effect are optimized by adjusting the vertical focusing function, *y ,
at the I.P. to be equal to the bunch length, z , then the luminosity only depends on a
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namely the final beam energy, fU , the average energy loss by beamstrahlung, B ,
the beam power per linac, bP , and the normalized vertical emittance *ny at the I.P.
For small values of  B  (typically a few percent), the enhancement factor, HDy , is
limited to values between 1 and 2 in all TLC designs (see Tables 1 and 2).
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2. Figure of merit in the low beamstrahlung regime
A figure of merit is defined which enables an objective comparison of the different
designs. The figure of merit, M, is defined as the luminosity at a given beam energy
normalized to the AC power consumption and the momentum spread B. The colliding
beam energy and the acceptable momentum spread are imposed by experimental
physics considerations, and the AC power consumption is limited by the TLC
exploitation cost. In principle, the figure of merit should also be normalised to the
TLC capital cost but this information for the moment is not available. Introducing the
AC power to beam conversion efficiency in equation (3),
                                               P Pb b
AC
AC                                                      (4)
and neglecting the enhancement factor, the figure of merit in the low beamstrahlung
regime (where all present studies are made [1]), only depends on two parameters ACb
and *ny :
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The figures of merit, and the corresponding beam parameters (taken from Table1),
for  the different schemes being studied are compared in Figs.1 and 2 respectively.
The AC power to beam power conversion efficiency is the product of the AC to RF
power efficiency and the RF to beam power efficiency:





RF               (6)
An impressive world-wide technological R&D program is presently being pursued
to develop advanced and efficient high peak power RF sources. In spite of the large
range of frequencies and technologies being explored, the AC to RF power conversion
efficiency is fairly constant around 35% for all the different TLC designs (see Tables
1 and 2). Assuming the AC to RF power conversion efficiency is the same for all the

















The optimisation of the design of a TLC consists of selecting the beam
parameters, and choosing a technology that is able to accelerate, at a reasonable
cost, a high power beam with an optimum AC power to beam power conversion
efficiency (see chapters 3 and 4) while maintaining the vertical normalised beam
emittance as small as possible
 (see chapters 5 to 7).
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Fig. 1: Luminosity and figure of merit in the TLC designs
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Fig. 2: Power efficiency and vertical beam emittance in the TLC designs
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3. The RF Power to Beam Conversion efficiency
The RF to beam conversion efficiency is directly related to the choice of the RF
frequency and the beam parameters. As shown in Appendix 3 (equation A3-16) for
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g() is a function of the field attenuation constant per accelerating structure, ,  for an








eg          (10)













       (11)
where R , aG and bI  are respectively the shunt impedance per meter, the loaded
accelerating gradient and the beam current.
In order to obtain a high RF to beam transfer efficiency, all TLC designs (except
VLEPP) have chosen to operate with a large number of bunches to be close to the
field equilibrium regime in the accelerating structures. In the extreme case of an
infinite number of bunches, the formulation (see Appendix 3) becomes extremely
simple with the RF to beam efficiency depending only on the field attenuation
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For a given value of J , there is a value 
opt which maximises the RF to beam
efficiency (Equation A3-22):













opt              (13)
The variations of these parameters together with the corresponding beam loading
parameters are shown in Figs. A2 to A5.
Using accelerating structures with an optimum field attenuation, 
opt , following
equation (13), and for the more usual range of beam parameters where the beam
loading parameter  is limited to 50% (Fig. 3), the scaling of RFb  and opt  is
approximated by:

















qRJ  and   10/9 Jopt      (14)
Here,  is the approximate proportionality implied by the straight line fit in Fig. 3
over the range of parameters considered.
Fig. 3: Optimum RF to beam efficiency and beam loading parameters 
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To optimise the design of a linear collider therefore the beam and linac parameters
should be chosen to maximise the J  parameter (see chapter 4), while preserving the
initial vertical normalised beam emittance (see chapter 5).
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4. The normalised beam current, J
All four parameters in the expression for J , (equation 11) are directly related to
the RF frequency, , of the accelerating structures. This explains why the different
TLC designs are mostly frequency driven.















 The well known variation with frequency of the normalised shunt impedance per
unit length, R ,[4] is shown in Fig.4 to hold for the various TLC designs when taking
into account the variation of  R  with the iris to wavelength ratio  /a  :
 






  and  Q  	 1 2/       12/1 /  
	 aQrR  (17)
 
 
Fig. 4: Variation of the shunt impedances and quality factors 





































R' (a/λ) ∝ ω1/2
Q ∝ ω–1/2
r' (a/λ) ∝ ω
 
 
 The minimum distance between bunches is limited by the transverse wake-field
level that can be obtained at the second and subsequent bunches by damping and/or
detuning. The number of RF periods to obtain the same relative wake-field reduction
for a given type of structure when scaled to other frequencies is the same. This is why,
as shown in Fig. 5 and in spite of the different structure designs, the distance between
bunches adopted in the various TLC designs  scales with the RF wavelength:
 
  b 
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1
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 Introducing equations (17) and (18) into equation  (16), the J parameter becomes:
 









 The charge per bunch should be as high as possible to maximise J . Its maximum
value is limited by beam stability and vertical beam emittance considerations as
developed in chapter 5.
 
 5. Beam stability and the vertical beam emittance, *ny
 
 Vertical normalised beam emittances of a few 10-8 rad-m can be produced by state-
of-the-art damping rings. During injection and acceleration along the several
kilometer-long main linacs however, the beams suffer transverse blow-up n , which
is especially important in the vertical plane because of the particularly small initial
emittance. After filamentation in the linac and emittance dilution in the beam delivery,
the vertical normalised emittance at the end of the linac, ny , and at the final focus,
*
ny , are deduced from the normalised emittance, nyo , at injection into the linac:
 
 nynyonyny  
* (20)
 
 One of the primary causes of emittance blow-up comes from the transverse wake-
fields induced by the misalignment of the accelerating structures and of the beam
trajectory. The overall emittance blow-up is taken as the sum of both contributions:
 
                                           
     222
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  is the beam dilution due to the r.m.s. misalignment of the accelerating
structures, RFy , assuming perfect beam trajectory alignment,
  
BPMny
 is the beam dilution induced by the residual beam trajectory oscillations
after correction when limited by the Beam Position Monitor (BPM) misalignment,
BPMy .
 
 Wake-fields deteriorate the beam quality during acceleration:
 in the longitudinal plane by introducing momentum spread along each bunch, and
from bunch to bunch;
 in the transverse planes by single-bunch and multi-bunch Beam Break-Up (BBU)
producing emittance blow-up.
These effects are especially strong in high frequency structures because longitudinal
and transverse wake-fields scale with the second and third power of the frequency
respectively.
5.1 BNS damping:
The single-bunch beam stability is greatly improved by the so-called Balakin,
Novokhatsky and Smirnov  (BNS) damping [5]: A correlated energy spread is created
along the bunch from head to tail by off-crest acceleration on the RF wave. This
results in an increased focusing of the tail of the bunch with respect to the head and
compensates the opposing defocusing effects due to transverse wake-fields and breaks
the resonant condition between the head and the tail of the bunch such that:
BNSpp  /           (22)
The necessary momentum spread for BNS damping is given by [5,6]:








where   is the mean betatron amplitude of the focusing optics along the linac,
which is usually based on a FODO lattice with a cell length, CELLL , and which scales
with the beam energy, U , (when the phase advance is constant) following:





























TW  is the short range transverse wake-field averaged over the bunch which,
following [7], scales as:
                                     zzTT aWW 
	
2/74 /   (25)
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Different authors give different descriptions where TW  scales as 2/1z  or  
4/ 
a .
For a short bunch in an infinitely long periodic structure the deflection should be
proportional to z  and this is the description retained in equation (25). However, a
bunch with a finite length sees some of the curvature of the wake-field. As a
consequence, the averaged transverse wake-field scales less rapidly than z  and in
practice lays somewhere between z  and 
2/1
z .
The BNS energy spread, BNS , provides a convenient measure of the effect of the
wake-fields on the transverse beam dynamics. Introducing equations (24) and (25)
into (23), it becomes:
                                          42/72 / 	
  aN ozbBNS (26)
Under BNS damping conditions, the corresponding vertical blow-ups are given by
[6,8]:
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yWN               (28)
Substituting equations (24), (25) and (26) in equations (27) and (28) gives the
following beam dilutions along the linac for the same final beam energy, fU , and the
same focusing optics scaling,  :
        2
3122
0
18722 / RFsoaBNSRFsazbRFny yLGyLGaN 
 	
 (29)
        2
21222
0
18722 / BPMoaBNSBPMazbBPMny yGyGaN 
 	
 (30)
The above equations point out the strong dependence of the blow-up induced by
the transverse wake-fields with the power eight of the frequency. But the other
parameters in equations (29) and (30) also scale strongly with the frequency.
The dependence with the frequency and the accelerating gradient of the other
parameters, bN , z ,  /a , o
 
sL , RFy , and BPMy  have now to be
determined. The beam blow-ups in the various TLC designs [1] are all reasonably
small at the level of a few tens of percent. Equation (29) has been used to calculate the
blow up induced by transverse wake-fields for the different TLC designs using the
most up-to-date parameters and assuming equivalent beam based correction schemes
11
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(Tables 1 and 2). As shown in Fig. 6, and in spite of the broad RF frequency range,
the absolute values of the transverse blow-up are all very comparable (except for
TESLA and VLEPP because their charges per bunch are respectively well below, and
well above, the BNS damping condition), which justifies the following assumption :
                                              
.Constny       (31)
Fig. 6: Calculated blow-up from transverse wake-fields (arbitrary scale)























The bunch length, z , is made as small as possible in order to minimise the
transverse wake-field according to equation (25). It is limited by the necessity to
reduce the momentum spread along the bunch as much as possible at the end of the
linac in order to match the beam delivery and final focus acceptance which is usually
limited to a few per-mil. The momentum spread along the bunch induced by the short
range longitudinal wake-field is reduced by running off the crest of the RF wave in
the last part of the linac such that [8]:































where RF is the off-crest RF phase and LW  is the short range longitudinal wake-field
given by [7]:
                                                  
  22/ 	
  aWL (33)
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Limiting the off-crest RF phase to small values for efficient beam acceleration and
substituting equation (33) in equation (32):
                                          	
 21 /  aGN abz  (34)
5.3 Ratio of iris radius of accelerating structures to RF wavelength:
As shown in Fig. 7 for the different TLC designs, the ratio of iris radius to RF
wavelength,  /a , increases with increasing frequency in order to minimise the effect
of the transverse wake fields (equation 25):
5/1/ 	
 a      (35)
Here,  is the approximate proportionality implied by the straight line fit in Fig. 7.















5.4 Focusing optics of the linacs:
In order to limit the BNS momentum spread for beam stability (equation 26), the
focusing strength of the FODO cell lattice is usually increased with the operating
frequency as shown in Fig. 8. This is possible at higher frequencies because of the
reduction in size of the linac components. Assuming the inner diameter,  , of the
quadrupoles is scaled inversely with frequency in the same way as the inner radius of
the iris, a , of the RF structures:
13
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                                                1/  	
aa                                      (36)
 then for the same magnetic field on the poles, B, the same phase advance per cell, and
the same quadrupole filling factor, F, the FODO cell length, cellL , scales as follows:





























and since               cellL           
5/22/12/1/   		
 ao               (38)

















5.5 Pre-Alignment tolerances of the RF structures:
Because the size of accelerating structures becomes smaller with increasing
frequency, the accuracy with which they can be made and pre-aligned is expected to
scale approximately with the inverse of the frequency. As seen in Fig. 9, the variation
of the pre-alignment tolerances of the RF structures for the various TLC designs is
well approximated by the following scaling law with frequency:


























< ΔyRF > ∝ ω–3/4
5.6 Accelerating section length:
The length of the accelerating section, sL , is adjusted to have the optimum field
attenuation parameter, opt , which maximises the RF to beam efficiency according to










L goptgs  (40)
Neglecting the variation of the beam loading parameter,  , for small   values,
which corresponds to a 10% approximation of  the exponent of J  in the expression
for opt  with 
1 Jopt  instead of  
9.0 Jopt  as observed in Fig.3 and derived in








The normalised beam current, J , (equation 11), scales according to equation (19) as
demonstrated in chapter 4:








The group velocity is approximated by:
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                                                   3/ 
avg  (43)
which corresponds to the best fit of the expression derived in [9]:
                             

 /9.0/4.21.3exp/ 2/1 aacvg   (44)
The quality factor follows the standard relation [4], 2/1	Q ,  from equation (17)
(Fig. 4).
Introducing equations (17), (42), and (43) into equation (41), the optimum length of
the accelerating sections, in the extreme case of an infinite number of bunches,
becomes:
                                         143 /  bas NGaL 
	 (45)
5.7 Charge per bunch
It is now finally possible to derive the scaling of the maximum charge per bunch.
This is the charge which produces a small and tolerable beam blow-up induced by the
misalignment of the RF structures according to condition (31). It is deduced by
substituting the relations found above for the scaling of the different parameters
(equations 34, 35, 38, 39 and 45 ) into the equation (29):
          .Const
RFny
                      3/13/23/76/11 )/(  oab GaN 
	 (46)
6.    Scaling laws of the main beam and linac parameters
Now that the frequency dependence of the maximum charge per bunch has been
derived (equation 46), the scaling laws for the main beam and linac parameters can be
deduced first for the general case and then with the assumption that the focusing
optics along the linac follows equation (38) and that the iris to wavelength ratio
follows equation (35).
Introducing equations (35) and (38) into equation (46), the maximum charge per
bunch becomes:
   
    3/230/373/26/133/5
3/1
0




Substituting for bN  in equation (34), the minimum possible bunch length becomes:
    
    3/130/193/16/13/2
3/1
0





As shown in Figs 10 and 11, the charge per bunch and the bunch length adopted in the
TLC designs compare favourably with the above scaling laws:



















































Similarly, introducing equations (46) and (47) into equations (26) and (45), the
optimum length of the accelerating structures and the theoretical momentum spread
for BNS damping become:














        
    3/130/193/16/13/2
3/4
0




As shown in Figs 12 and 13 respectively, the structure lengths adopted for the various
TLC designs and the BNS  calculated from the TLC parameters compare very
reasonably with the above scaling laws:
















Ls ∝ ω–4/3 (a/λ)11/6 Ga1/3
CLIC
NLC
The BPM pre-alignment tolerance is deduced from the corresponding blow-up given
by equation (30), introducing BNS  from equation (50) and taking into account of the
condition imposed by equation (31):
    
      6/130/316/13/26/7
3/1
0




The scaling laws for the alignment tolerances of the RF structures (equation 39) and
of the BPM (equation 51) are therefore very similar, with a weak dependence on the
frequency and accelerating field:
                                           





























δBNS ∝ ω2/3 (a/λ)–1/6 Ga1/3
The strong dependence of the vertical blow-up induced by transverse wake fields
on frequency as observed in equations (29) and (30) is therefore cancelled by an
appropriate choice of the other parameters such that the blow-up is reduced to an
acceptable level (a few tens of  percent) for all TLC designs independently of the RF
frequency:
       nynyonyny  
*
  with  ny   independent of  	   and   aG (53)
Finally, by introducing the frequency dependence of the charge per bunch
(equation 47) into equations (14) and (19), the normalised beam current and the RF to
beam efficiency become roughly independent of the RF frequency and accelerating
gradient (Fig. 14):
       
    3/115/13/16/76/1
3/1
0
3/13/43/1 //   aaa GGaGaJ 	
	
	 (54)
    6/130/16/112/712/1
6/1
0
6/13/26/12/1 //   aaa
RF
b GGaGaJ        (55)
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It can be seen that, in this case, increasing the accelerating gradient does not lead to
the usual linear reduction of RF to beam efficiency because the charge per bunch can
also be increased to obtain the same beam stability condition. Although the charge per
bunch is reduced at high frequency, the RF to beam efficiency is nearly independent
of the frequency because of the shorter interval between bunches, the larger iris to
wavelength ratio and the increase of the shunt impedance with frequency.
In the low beamstrahlung regime, by intoducing equations (53) and (55) into
equations (5) and (15), the figure of merit and corresponding luminosity also become
roughly independent of the choice of RF frequency and of accelerating gradient:




















































7. Beam sensitivity to ground motion and vibration tolerances
Because of  ground motion, the alignment of the linac elements deteriorates with
time. The ATL model [10] assumes that the correlation of the mean square of the
relative transverse displacements between two points of the linac increases linearly
with the time, T, and with the distance, L, between the two points. The coefficient, A,
is a measure of the ground stability.
                                                     ATLX  2    (58)
Although the ground motion affects the alignment of both the focusing elements and
the accelerating structures, the beam trajectory can be maintained in place with beam-
based correction trajectory techniques. Assuming, in an ideal case, a beam trajectory
perfectly aligned along a straight line all along the linac, the beam emittance growth
due to ground motion after a time, T, is only due to the drift in the transverse
alignment of the accelerating structures and is given by [11]:










     (59)
where 2TW  is the mean square average of the short range transverse wake field over
the bunch.
Allowing a relative blow-up,  
ATLnyny
 / , of the beam emittance due to this effect
in the vertical plane which is the most critical, the so-called “stable time”, ACCT , is the
interval of time before a realignment of the linac elements or a beam trajectory
correction has to be performed. Replacing the short range transverse wake, TW , by
its expression (equation 25), and approximating the linac length, afLinac GUL / , the















































































Assuming beam and linac parameters following the scaling laws described by
equations (35), (38) and (50), the stable time, ACCT , becomes:














































































As mentioned above, the ground motion also affects the alignment of the quadrupoles
and therefore the beam trajectory. If uncorrected, this will cause an emittance dilution
[8,12] after a time, T, of:
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BNScellnQUAD ATN                                                (62)
where )/( cellabcell LGUN   is the number of  optics cells of length cellL . In this case,
the interval of time before the beam trajectory or the quadrupoles have to be realigned,
the so-called “stable time”, QUADT , is given by:
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Again, if the beam and linac parameters are chosen following the scaling laws of
equations (35) and (38) , the stable time, QUADT , becomes:










































































 Equation (60) has been used to calculate the time for a relative emittance blow-up
of 20% due to ground motion of the accelerating structures assuming an ATL model
( smnmA //1 2 ) for the various TLC designs using the most up-to-date parameters
(Tables 1 and 2). On the one hand, as shown in Fig.15, the corresponding stable times
are decreasing with frequency by a factor of two over a range of frequencies covering
one decade. On the other hand, the stable time due to the misalignment by ground
motion of the quadrupoles is seen to increase with frequency because of the associated
increase of accelerating gradient with frequency (Fig.16).
The effect of quadrupole jitter can be estimated and scaled in a similar manner.
Here, high frequency vibration of the quadrupole magnets, QUADy  induces beam
jitter that cannot be corrected by the beam-based feedback systems. In units of the
beam size, the induced beam jitter is [8]:



































where 2QUADy  is the quadrupole vibration.
Rewriting equation (65) assuming a focusing optics along the linac following equation




       























































Again, if the gradient is scaled with the RF frequency as observed on Fig. 16, the
vibration tolerance is found to be nearly independent of the frequency.
Fig. 15: Time stability in the TLC designs for a 20% blow-up 























































In many ways, these results are counter intuitive; a higher frequency providing as
stable a beam as a low frequency one with a reduced sensitivity to component drifts.
The explanation is that the jitter and ATL effects are strongly dependent on the
number of focusing cells in the linac and, since higher frequencies enable higher
accelerating gradients to be used, the length of the linac and therefore the number of
cells can be significantly reduced.
8. Case of the high beamstrahlung regime
Very high energy Linear Colliders (E > 3 TeV) will certainly operate in the high
beamstralung regime, Y >> 1 [13]. In this case, the luminosity is given by (equation
A2-24):

























and the figure of merit is defined as:

























when assuming equivalent AC to RF transfer efficiencies and focusing at the I.P.
Introducing equations (48), (53) and (55) in (68), the figure of merit and the
luminosity scaling of a TLC equipped with a focusing optics along the linac following
equation (38) becomes very favourable for high frequency – high gradient  designs
mainly due to the shorter bunch length:























































However, it should be noted that practical considerations may limit the minimum
bunch length attained in a collider. In this case, some of the benefits of the higher
frquencies would not be realised [13].
24
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9. Upgrade in energy and/or luminosity
An upgrade in luminosity can only be obtained either by raising the wall plug
power and/or by reducing the initial vertical beam emittance and/or by increasing the
B  parameter according to equations (57) and (70) in the low and high beamstrahlung
regimes respectively.
When upgrading a linear collider in energy, the designed luminosity is further
increased, if possible proportionally to the square of the C.o.M. energy, in order to
keep the cross-section of the particle interactions during collisions, constant:
                                                  
2
fUL  (71)
The wall plug power is therefore a strong function of  beam energy when providing
a luminosity following equation (71):











































This is the reason why, in order to limit the wall plug power, the initial vertical
beam emittance, nyo  is reduced as much as possible and, in very high energy linear
colliders [13], the B  parameter is allowed to increase (moving into high
beamstrahlung regime which is acceptable by physics conditions at high energy).
For very small vertical beam emittances, the hypothesis of a constant absolute
value of the transverse blow-up (equation 31), that has been assumed in this paper for
the scaling of the parameters and that is presently adopted in the various TLC designs,
is not sufficient as it would make the performance of the collider predominantly
dependent on the vertical blow-up. When upgrading a given design in energy and/or
luminosity, the relative rather than the absolute transverse blow-up  should be kept
constant:






In this case, the exact same scaling strategy can be adopted except that equation (31)
is replaced by equation (74). The charge which produces a tolerable beam blow-up
induced by the misalignment of the RF structures according to condition (74) is
deduced by substituting the relations found above for the scaling of the different
parameters (equations 34, 35, 38, 39 and 45 ) into equation (29):
25
25
    3/13/26/133/53/1








Not surprisingly, the scaling law is the same as the one found previously (equation
47) with an additional dependency on initial beam emittance.
 Substituting for bN  respectively in equations (34), (26), (45), (50), (60), (63), (65),
(14) and (19),  the minimum possible bunch length, the optimum length of the
accelerating structure, the theoretical momentum spread for BNS damping, the BPM
pre-alignment tolerance, the stable times with ground motion, the vibration tolerance,
the normalised beam current and the RF to beam efficiency become:
    3/13/16/13/23/1
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Finally introducing equation (55) into equations (5), (15), (68), and (70), the figure
of merit, the luminosity and the wall plug power for a luminosity scaling with the
square of the energy, become respectively:
in the low beamstrahlung regime:






































































in the high beamstrahlung regime:
















































































A figure of merit, defined for the same colliding beam energy, as the luminosity
normalised to both the beamstrahlung parameter and to the wall plug power
consumption, has been used to optimise the design of a future TeV e+e- Linear
Collider. This figure of merit is dependent only on two parameters: the AC to beam
power transfer efficiency and the vertical beam emittance at the interaction point.
The design process consists of selecting appropriate linac and beam parameters to
optimise these two parameters.
General scaling laws have been derived for both the linac and the beam parameters
with an infinite number of bunches for stable beam operation and for minimisation of
the energy spread at the end of the linac. Under these conditions, the main beam
parameters (bunch charge and bunch length) are fully determined (equations 75 and
76 after rounding off the exponents):
3/13/25/6
nyoab GN 	
          and           3/13/13/2 nyoaz G 	

Using these beam parameters and choosing the following optimum field
attenuation for the RF structures to obtain an optimum RF to beam efficiency
(equations A3-22, 54 and 83) for small values of the beam loading parameter:
3/13/115/11   nyoaopt GJ 	
it is found that (again after rounding off the exponents):
 The RF to beam efficiency is nearly independent of accelerating gradient and











 In spite of the large increase in the wake-fields induced by the accelerating
structures with increasing frequency, the effect of the wake-fields, and the
corresponding beam emittance blow-up for equivalent beam trajectory
correction techniques, is made independent of the frequency (equation 31)
because both the charge per bunch and the bunch length are substantially reduced
(equations 47 and 48). This is obtained at the expense of:
 A stronger focusing optics along the linac (equation 38)
 
 
  5/22/12/1/   		
 ao
 
 Tighter alignment tolerances of the RF structures and Beam Position
Monitors, BPMs (equations 39, 51 and 79)
 
 





 Larger momentum spread along the bunch for BNS damping (equation 78)
 




 In the low beamstrahlung regime which is generally adopted for intermediate
energy TLC designs (0.5 to 2 TeV), the figure of merit and the luminosity
increase slightly with RF frequency and decrease slightly with accelerating




















































 In the high beamstrahlung regime which is usually adopted for high energy TLC
designs (3 to 5 TeV), the figure of merit and therefore the luminosity increase





































































 The wall plug power consumption of a linear collider providing a luminosity
which scales with the square of the C.o.M. energy for a constant cross-section of
particle interactions,  is a strong function of the beam energy (equations 87 and
90):
 












































 In order to limit the wall plug power consumption, very high energy linear
colliders will have to operate in the high beamstrahlung regime with extremely





 The scaling laws described in this paper are not unique. The set presented here
in which the beam emittance dilution is assumed to be independent of frequency
and the alignment tolerances of the RF components are assumed to vary as 4/3	 ,
provides a consistent method in the process of optimising a Linear Collider
design. It closely reflects what is done in practice as demonstrated by the excellent
agreement with the variation of parameters adopted in the various TLC designs.
Other options leading to slightly different scaling laws have also been
investigated, for example assuming both the beam emittance and the wall plug
power to be independent of RF frequency. It was found however that the general






 Finally the use of high frequency accelerating structures for the main linacs of
a future TeV e+e- Linear Collider is particularly appropriate since high frequencies
allow operation with high accelerating gradients which minimise the overall length
and therefore the cost of the linac. As long as the beam and linac parameters are
chosen both to fulfil beam stability criteria and to minimise the final energy spread,
and optimum structure parameters are selected to maximise the RF efficiency, then
high frequency designs operating with high accelerating gradients result in the
same or better RF efficiency and figure of merit, with a similar beam quality
preservation for equivalent beam correction techniques as the lower frequency
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 L  m s   2 1 luminosity
 M
    m s I     2 1 1  normalised luminosity or figure of merit
 kb               number of bunches per linac
 Nb   number of particles per bunch
 frep    Hz  linac repetition frequency
 Pb      W beam power per linac
 Wb     J  overall beam energy per linac pulse
 qb      C charge per bunch
  b     s interval between bunches
 fU    [eV] beam energy at the Interaction Point (I.P.)
 Uo    [eV] beam energy at injection into the main linac
  x
*
   
 m
 r.m.s. horizontal beam size at Interaction Point (I.P.)
  y
*
   
 m r.m.s. vertical beam size at Interaction Point (I.P.)
 
*
,yx             m                  effective r.m.s. transverse beam size with pinch effect during
 
                                        collision
 yonx ,     rad m  r.m.s. transverse normalized beam emittance at injection into
 linac
 ynx ,      rad m r.m.s. transverse normalized beam emittance at the end of the
                                         linac
 
*
, ynx     rad m  r.m.s. transverse normalized beam emittance at I.P.
 
*
,yx     m  r.m.s. transverse Twiss beta function at Interaction Point
  o   m r.m.s. mean Twiss beta function at injection into main linac
        scaling of beam focusing optics along main linac
  z     m r.m.s. bunch length
 Dx y,    disruption parameters in transverse planes
 D       overall beam disruption parameter
 HDx y,   luminosity enhancement parameters in transverse planes
 HD     overall luminosity enhancement parameter
 B      % relative beam energy loss induced by beamstrahlung
 n
 
      number of photons emitted by beamstrahlung per electron







     % wall plug to beam power transfer efficiency
 RF
AC
     % wall plug to RF transfer efficiency
 b
RF
     % RF to beam power transfer efficiency
 WRF      J RF energy per linac pulse
 N S        number of accelerating structures per linac
 WS       J RF energy per accelerating structure and linac pulse
          Hz RF frequency of accelerating structure
 US       eV beam energy gain per accelerating structure
  f       s filling time of accelerating structure
 LS       m length of accelerating structure
 Pf       W RF power during filling of accelerating structures
 Pt        W RF power during acceleration of train of bunches
 Ga       V m/ loaded mean accelerating field
 uG       V m/ unloaded mean accelerating field
 fG     V m/ mean accelerating field respectively during the RF fill
 	          field attenuation constant of accelerating structure
 R         shunt impedance of accelerating structure
 R        / m shunt impedance per meter of  accelerating structure
 r R Q	 /   normalized shunt impedance of accelerating structure
  	 r R Q/   / m normalized shunt impedance per meter of accelerating structure
 Q          quality factor of accelerating structure
 a /       ratio of iris radius of accelerating structure to RF wavelength
 v cg /        % ratio of group velocity in accelerating structure to light velocity
          % beam loading parameter in accelerating structure





 997925.2 c  ms-1              velocity of light
 
e 	 
1602 1023.  C charge of electron
 U e 	 511 keV rest energy of electron
 e 	 





 38616 10 13. Compton wavelength
 re 	 

 2 8179 10 15.  m classical radius of electron
 
7104  
	 o  Hm
-1              
 permeability of free space
 


































 where bP  is the beam power per linac:
 
 repfbbrepfbbb feUNkfUqkP 		  (A2-2)
 
 
 and following [2,3]:
 
 *x , 
*
y , are the nominal horizontal and vertical r.m.s. beam sizes respectively
and are calculated from the normalized beam emittances, *nx , 
*
ny , respectively























































 are the effective r.m.s. horizontal and
vertical beam sizes respectively during collision at the Interaction Point (I.P.)
 














 is the disruption parameter and f u u
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 		  (A2-4)
 
 



























The intensity of the beam-beam interaction is characterised by the following three
parameters [3]:
(i) The beamstrahlung parameter, , which is proportional to the ratio of the critical
energy, c , of the photons emitted in the collision to the energy of the electrons
before radiation:
























































In a Linear Collider, the luminosity is usually limited by the values of relative energy
loss and/or the number of emitted photons per electron that can be tolerated.
A2-1.   Low beamstrahlung regime (Y << 1):
In  low energy linear colliders where the beamstrahlung energy loss parameter B is
usually limited to a few percent to obtain a narrow luminosity spectrum and Y << 1,
























 54.2  (A2-10)
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Alternatively substituting in (A2-14) for B using (A2-11) gives:
 ** yxb nN    (A2-15)
Substituting for Nb in (A2-1) using either (A2-14) or (A2-15), the luminosity becomes:
































This general expression for luminosity (A2-16) is greatly simplified when the following
two approximations are made, which are valid in all practical linear collider designs:
First approximation:  y x
* *
In order to limit the beam energy spread induced by beamstrahlung whilst at the same
time maximising the luminosity, the vertical size of the beam at the interaction point is
made much smaller than the horizontal one. In this case with  y x



















    (A2-17)
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Second approximation: zy  	*
In order to limit the reduction in luminosity by the “hourglass” effect at the interaction
point, the Beta function in the vertical plane is chosen to be equal to the bunch length.
In this case, with zy  	
*
, and using (A2-5) in (A2-17) :
















































Conclusion of the low beamstrahlung regime:
In the case of the low beamstrahlung regime, for a fixed beam power, the normalized
vertical beam emittance is the only beam parameter which can be optimized to improve
the luminosity without deterioration by beamstrahlung of the relative energy loss, B ,
and the number of emitted photons per electron, n
 
.
A2-2.    High beamstrahlung regime (Y >> 1):
In high energy linear colliders (Ucm = 2Ub > 3 TeV) where the beamstrahlung parameter























54.2    n B   35.  (A2-20)


























Rewriting (A2-21) in terms of the charge per bunch :





























































This general expression for luminosity (A2-23) is again greatly simplified when the two
approximations, ** xy    and zy  	  , are made.
First approximation: ** xy  
With  y x








































    (A2-25)
Second approximation: zy  	*
With zy  	
*
, and introducing (A2-5) in (A2-24):













































However, it should be noted that attaining the very small beta functions suggested in
these scaling laws may be impossible for the final focus system. Thus, in the body of
this report and in the case of high beamstrahlung regime, we will assume that *y  is
determined by the performance of the final focus with:
zy Const  	 .
*
Conclusion of the high beamstrahlung regime:
In the special case of the high beamstrahlung regime inherent in very high energy
linear colliders, short bunches are particularly favorable as they improve the luminosity
while minimizing at the same time both the relative energy loss, B , and the number of
emitted photons per electron, n
 




RF to beam transfer efficiency
The RF to beam transfer efficiency in a linac of SN  constant gradient travelling wave
accelerating structures of length, sL , accelerating a beam of bk  bunches each of charge,





	         (A3-1)
where bW   is the total energy taken out by the beam, and RFW  is the total RF input
energy to the linac.
Each accelerating structure is fed by an RF energy, SW , to provide a beam acceleration
per structure, SU  ,
SbbSb UqkNW 	            (A3-2)
W N WRF S S	              (A3-3)











Assuming a linear ramp of the RF before injection of the beam to compensate beam
loading along the train of bunches [14], the RF energy to be provided to each
accelerating structure is given by:
 W P P NS f f t b b	   1            (A3-5)
where the first term is the necessary RF energy to fill the structure and the second term















           (A3-6)
where fG  is the mean field during the filling time of the structure and is equal to the
loaded accelerating field, aG . uG  is the unloaded accelerating field during acceleration.
dG  is the decelerating field  induced by the passage of the bunches:
  41
41
G Gf a     and     dau GGG 	       (A3-7)
where, following [15]:
   
 






























Putting (A3-6), (A3-7) and (A3-8) in (A3-5) and introducing the beam energy increase






































The first term in the bracket of expression (A3-9) corresponds to the RF energy
required to fill the structure, the second term corresponds to the RF energy needed to
keep the structure filled during the passage of the train of bunches and the third term is
the compensation for beam loading.













































The RF to beam efficiency can also be expressed as a function of the beam loading
parameter, , which is the ratio of the field reduction by beam loading to the unloaded
accelerating field:




















11            (A3-11)
Replacing in the equation (A3-11) the expression for dG from equation (A3-8), the
beam loading parameter becomes:


































































where, J and uJ , are defined as the normalised beam currents:














		 1                           (A3-14)
Expressing the charge per bunch, bq , as a function of the beam loading parameter by
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The expression for the RF to beam efficiency is greatly simplified for the two extreme
cases of a single bunch, and for an infinite number of bunches:
The case of a single bunch:
















Assuming the following well known dependence of the accelerating structure
parameters with the RF frequency [4]:
                                   12/1 /   
 aR       and          Q    1 2/         (A3-18)
the RF to beam efficiency for the case of a single bunch increases with the square of the


















b 		            (A3-19)
The variation of the function g(%) with the accelerating structure field attenuation
constant, %, as displayed in Fig.A1 shows that short structures give the highest RF to
beam efficiency for single bunch operation.
The case of an infinite number of bunches:
Replacing, &	bk , in (A3-16) and using expression (A3-12):











































        (A3-20)
or using expression (A3-13):






























It is remarkable that for an infinite number of bunches, the RF to beam efficiency
becomes independent of the RF frequency, of the charge per bunch and of the
accelerating gradient, and that it only depends on two parameters, the field attenuation
per accelerating structure and either the beam loading parameter or the dimensionless
beam current.
The variation of the RF to beam efficiency with % for a fixed beam loading is shown in
Fig. A1, and the variation with  for different values of % in Fig. A2. It can be seen from
Fig. A2 that the maximum RF to beam efficiency always occurs at  = 0.5 that is to say
when the average loaded accelerating field is half the average unloaded field. Very high
efficiencies close to 100% can be obtained with very short structures but require strong
beam currents as shown in Fig. A3 which displays the variation of the RF to beam
efficiency as a function of the normalised beam current, uJ , for various values of the
structure field attenuation parameter. It is seen on Fig. A4 that for increasing beam
currents, the RF to beam efficiency goes through a maximum for an optimum value,
opt	 , of the field attenuation parameter, or length of the structure. opt	  is obtained by
derivation of equation (A3-20):
           



















The corresponding optimum efficiency is shown in Fig. A5 together with the associated
optimum field attenuation parameter, and the corresponding beam loading as a function
of the parameter, uJ .
Fig. A1: Variation of the main RF efficiency functions
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These curves are of a very general interest as they are fully independent of beam and
linac parameters with thee only assumption of the extreme case of an infinite number of
bunches:
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Fig. A5: Optimum RF to beam efficiency 
and beam loading parameters versus 
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